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1 IntroductionThe locally compact �elds of characteristic zero are C, IR, and �nite ex-tensions of the p-adic �elds Qp (Pontrjagin { see [W67]). These �elds arecompletions of number �elds, and are linked in the adelic setting for arith-metic. It has become clear in the last thirty years that there are strongmetamathematical resemblences too [M86]. Each such �eld is decidable, andhas a natural quanti�er-elimination relative to predicates with obvious topo-logical signi�cance [T51], [M76]. Van den Dries and Denef [DD88] revealeda striking analogy between IR and the p-adic �elds at the level of suban-alytic sets. In this paper we consider analogies at the level of probabilitytheory, mainly but not exclusively for Haar measure. The central topic is theVapnik-Chervonenkis (cf. [L92], [GJ93], [KM97a]) dimension (VC-dimension)of families of de�nable sets, and we pay special attention to various ways ofapproximating the measure of de�nable sets. This research was also moti-vated by the problems of estimating the VC-dimension of neural networks.The �rst of our results were obtained in October { November 1994, justprior to the Dagstuhl meeting on Neural Computing, 7 { 11 Nov., 1994. Inthe real case they overlap with those of Pascal Koiran [K95], see also [KM96],with whom we discussed at Dagstuhl approximate de�nition of volume viaVC-dimension.2 Basic Structures2.1 Let K be a �eld, usually locally compact of characteristic zero. Weuse the standard �rst-order language for K, with +;�; �; 0; 1, and, if need be,some other distinguished constants.If K = IR (or a real closed �eld) we can de�ne order in the �eld languageby x � y () (9t)(t2 = x� y) .So, in a clear sense, the Euclidean topology and metric are interpretable inthe �eld language. 2



If K = Qp, p 6= 2, we de�ne:v(x) � 0 () (9y)(y2 = 1 + px2) .There are similar devices for such a de�nition, for all �nite extensions of allp-adic �elds. So, again, the natural topology and metric are interpretable inthe �eld language.For C, the situation is di�erent. C has a lot of �eld automorphisms, butonly two continuous ones (for the Euclidean topology), so the topology is notde�nable. To restore the analogy, one should extend the �eld language byan extra predicate for IR, and then of coursejzj � 1 () (9u; v; w; t)(u; v; w 2 IR^ t2 + 1 = 0^ z = u+ tv^ u2 + v2 + w2 = 1)Though it is not central to this paper, we will sometimes (for completeness)refer to (C; IR) instead of C when we want to keep an analogy.2.2 Order and p-adic analogues Though < is de�nable in IR, thereare compelling mathematical reasons (going back to Tarski) for taking it asprimitive. Henceforward when we discuss any language for IR, < will be aprimitive.Similarly, for the Qp there are compelling reasons for taking as primitiveseach: Pk(x)() (9y)(yk = x)see [M76, D86]. Again, in any discussion of Qp, these are taken as primitive.For the �nite extensions of Qp, see [PR84] for the appropriate modi�cation.For C, as needed, we add IR, and < on IR as primitives.2.3 The subanalytic settings Fix one of the locally compact K asabove, with appropiate language. For every point � = (�1; : : : ; �r) in Kr(any r), and every closed compact polydisc � in Kr, centered at � and every3



formal power series f(x1; : : : ; xr) such that f(x1��1; : : : ; xr��r) converges(in K's metric) on an open set properly containing �, we add a primitivef�;�, which is to be interpreted as a function Kr ! K, 0 outside �, andde�ned by the sum of the above series on �.The restriction to compact � is esssential for the results below. Note thatthere is huge redundancy, and that an entire analytic function need have noname, though its restrictions to compacta will.In each setting (relative to a K) let Lan be the resulting language.Rather remarkably, one has:Theorem 1: ([DD88]) Let X be a compact subset of IRn. A subset Y of Xis subanalytic in X if and only if there is a formula �(v1; : : : ; vn) of Lan suchthat Y = f�x 2 IRn : IRn j= �(�x)g \X .For the de�nition and history of the notion subanalytic see [GM87].Van den Dries and Denef [DD88] then de�ned subanalytic for K a �niteextension of Qp, and derived a theory with a very strong analogy to thatin IR. It seems that no one has written down the analogous treatment for(C; IR), but it is known to experts that this is straightforward.2.4 Lan;exp (for IR only) Here one adds to Lan a symbol exp for the ex-ponential function on IR. The sets de�nable in this language have most ofthe properties of subanalytic sets, and have proved useful in cohomologicalinvestigations [SV96] where the usual subanalytic theory is inadequate. Fora beautiful discussion of logical extensions of the subanalytic category, see[DM96]. For the fundamental results, see [W96a], [DM96], [DMM94].3 A Unifying Feature | VC-Dimension3.1 It has been proved that IR in L, Lan, Lan;exp, LDS, LS, LPfa�, andthe Pfa�an closure of any of the above, is o-minimal, and this yields a strik-ing array of Finiteness Theorems [D97], though usually with little e�ective4



content. Similar results for C in L or Lan are easily obtained.For the totally disconnected �elds it is not clear what Finiteness Theorems(Cell Decompositions, etc. [D97]) to emphasize, and work is still in progresson the elusive notion of p-minimality [DHM96].In this paper we concentrate on combinatorial and probabilistic notionswhich make sense for all the locally compact K.3.2 VC-Dimension We assume familiarity with the basics about VCdimension ([BEHW90], [V82], [L92], [GJ93], [KM97a]). For a class C ofsubsets of a universe X, we say a subset S of X is shattered by C iffS \ C : C 2 Cg = P (S) (powerset of S).If arbitrarily large �nite subsets of X are shattered by C, we say C hasin�nite VC-dimension. Otherwise, we say C has �nite VC-dimension, andde�ne the VC-dimension of C as the maximal cardinality of a shattered set.Before turning to examples there are two general results to emphasize, onecombinatorial and one probabilistic.3.3 Sauer's Lemma Suppose C has �nite VC-dimension d. Fix an in-teger n, and consider S � X, jSj = n. Let �C(n) be the supremum, as Svaries, of ���fS \ C : C 2 Cg��� .Of course �C(n) � 2n.Sauer's Lemma (cf., e. g., [AB92]) says:Lemma 2: If n � d, �C(n) < �e nd �dThus �C(n) has polynomial growth.Because of this there is clear interest in the in�mum of all reals r suchthat �C(n)=nr is bounded (as n!1).Dudley [D84] calls this r dens(C), the density of C.3.4 Probabilistic Considerations As above, C has �nite VC-dimensiond. 5



Let � be a probability distribution on X, and, for m � 1, �m the productdistribution on Xm (to be construed as the space of ordered m-samples fromX).One makes some mild assumptions on � (\the VC assumptions").These are:i) Each C 2 C is �-measurable;ii) (�C is the characteristic function of C).De�ne RFC(x1; � � � ; xn) as1nXi �C(xi) .We require, for each n, the functionssupC2C ���RFC(x1; � � � ; xn)� �(C)���and supC2C ���RFC(x1; � � � ; xn)� RFC(y1; � � � ; yn)���to be respectively �n and �2n measurable.Then one has the splendid theorems of Vapnik-Chervonenkis [BEHW90],[AB92], [V82]:Theorem 3: (X; C; d; � as above, � satisfying th VC-assumptions)Fix �; � > 0. Supposen � max 4" log 2� ; 8d" log 13" !Then �n�f(x1; : : : ; xn) : supC2C ���RFC(�x� �(C)��� < "g� > 1� � .For the signi�cance of this for learning theory, see [V82], [BEHW90]. Ofcourse the theorem gives a uniform version of Bernoulli's theorem that the6



frequency of occurrence of a certain event A in a sequence of independenttrials converges (in probability) to the probability of this event. It allowsmany probabilities to be tested simultaneously by a single random sample.An important corollary of the main theorem isCorollary: (Same notation as Theorem 3.) If m � 8d" log 13" there exists aset fx1; : : : ; xmg � X (called a "-net) such that for every C�(C) � " C \ fx1; : : : ; xmg 6= ; :For future reference, and to make it clear what advantages �nite VC-dimension bestows, we recall the Cherno� and Hoe�ding inequalities for ar-bitrary (X;�) with no assumptions on VC-dimension.The two Cherno� bounds are concerned with n independent trials eachof which has probability p of success (in our uses p = 1=2, and the trialsare for membership of a �xed C). Let LE(p; n; s) (resp. GE(p; n; s) be theprobabilities that there at most (resp. at least) s successes in n independenttrials. Then for 0 � � � 1i) LE(p; n; (1 � �)np) � e��2np=2,ii) LE(p; n; (1 � �)np) � e��2np=3.We can state Hoe�ding's result in slightly greater generality. It says:Let Y1; : : : ; Yn be independent random variables with zero means andbounded ranges, ai � Yi � bi. For each � > 0PrnjY1 + � � � + Ynj � �o � 2 exp[�2�2. nXi=1(bi � ai)2] :For a proof, see [P84], [Appendix A]. 7



4 VC in Logic4.1 Let M be a structure for some �rst-order logic, and let'(v1; : : : ; vk; y1; : : : ; y`) be a formula. For ~� 2 M ` de�ne a subset '~� ofMk by '~� = f�x 2Mk :M j= '(�x; ~�)g .Let C' = f'~� : ~� 2M `g, with X =Mk.We consider examples where C' has �nite VC-dimension d, and we try(but usually fail) to get bounds for d.4.2 Shelah [S78] de�ned (for purposes of his Classi�cation Theory) thenotion: M does not have the Independence Property (IP).There is also a local notion for formulas [S78], which turns out to be dualto �niteness of VC-dimension [L92, Def. 1.1]. The duality involves Mk andM ` for '(v1; : : : ; vk; y1; : : : ; y`) as above. In particular one has:Theorem 4: M does not have the Independence Property i� each C' has�nite VC-dimension.Since logicians have given many examples of failure of the IndependenceProperty, one can simply list many examples of C' with �nite VC-dimension.(These results have little e�ective content in general).4.3 Examples4.3.1 M any o-minimal structure [KPS86], [L92]. The bounds on VC-dimension in [L92] are in general astronomical, involving iterated Ramseynumbers. It is however of great interest that Wilkie has shown that thedensity of C� is � `, and we give an independent proof in section 5 below.We have already tested numerous examples.4.3.2 M any weakly o-minimal structure. The method of [L92] works.The most interesting example is a real closed ring [CD83], or (IR�; IR), IR� anonstandard model of the reals. See [DL95] for a vast generalization.8



4.3.3 M any ordered abelian group [GS84].4.3.4 M any henselian �eld with residue �eld not having the Indepen-dence Property, and satisfying some \Ax-Kochen-Ersov" restrictions [D81].In particular Qp is an example, or any �nite extension.4.3.5 Let M be a structure built on a �eld as in 4.3.4, such that for any'(�; y1; : : : ; y`) there are �nitely many  i(�;w1; : : : ; wk) in the �eld languagesuch that for any ~� 2M ` there is an i and a ~~ such that '~� = ( i)~~. Then,by 4.3.4 and [L92] M does not have IP.4.3.6 For M = Qp (or a �nite extension) in Lan, [DHM96] veri�es thehypotheses of 4.3.5 so all C' have �nite VC-dimension.4.4 E�ective Bounds These are unfortunately rare. The main one is in[KM97a]:Theorem 5: Work in LPfa�. Fix q many h(�1; : : : ; �k; w1; : : : ; w`) occuringin a Pfa�an chain of length q and degree D. Let fi(��; ~w), 1 � i � s bepolynomials of degree � � in ��, ~w and the q many h. Let �(��; ~w) be aBoolean combination of the fi(��; ~w) > 0.Then the VC-dimension of E~� is bounded by2(q`)(q` � 1) + 2` log� + 2` log(`�+ `D + 1) +2q` log ` + 2q` log(`�+ `D + 1) .If one tracks the proof back to its roots one sees that it involves homol-ogy theory and more speci�cally Morse theory. For this see [K91], [H76],[KM97a].For q = 0 one gets estimates for semi-algebraic sets (as was done byGoldberg and Jerrum [GJ93] if given in a quanti�er-free way. In Tarski'soriginal language, for arbitrary � one has to keep careful track of quanti�er-elemination a la Renegar [R92], as was done by [GJ93]. The details are very9



unpleasant.We wish to stress that in the p-adic \semi-algebraic" case one has nobounds.It is worth noting that for � as in Theorem 5 our method gives for densityof C� a bound `, in agreement with Wilkie's [W96b].One �nal remark is that we know how to get e�ective bounds for variousordered abelian groups, particularly ZZ.4.5 More examples via Interpretations We refer to [H93] for the log-ical notion of interpretation. Easily, if M1 is interpretable in M2, and M2does not have IP thenM1 does not have IP. Using the real and p-adic exam-ples above, one can get examples in the setting of analytic or C1 manifolds,p-adic manifolds, real or p-adic Lie groups, etc.Also, (C; IR), even in its subanalytic versions, is interpretable in the anal-ogous version of IR. So we get lots of complex examples too.5 Probabilistic Considerations Again5.1 Any of the above locally compact K carries a Haar measure �,uniquely normalized to give measure 1 to the unit ball. Lack of IP of coursedescends to the unit ball, giving us the probabilistic consequences of �niteVC-dimension.We do not yet need, however, to con�ne ourselves to �. We let � bea Borel probability measure on some compact subset X of Kk. As usual'(�1; : : : ; �k; w1; : : : ; w`) is �xed, so C' has �nite VC-dimension d. About 'we assume one of the following:(a) K = IR with any o-minimal structure including +; � ;(b) K = a �nite extension of Qp, with subanalytic structure;(c) K = (C; IR) in Lan.Lemma 6: (Above assumptions) Each '~� is Borel.10



Proof: (a) This is immediate from cell-decomposition [D97]. In fact we provemore in Section 9 below. (b) This follows from the quanti�er-elimination of[DD88]. (c) Exercise. �5.2 Now we turn to the VC-assumptions of 3.4, for any (a),(b),(c). Thatis, we have to consider supC2C' ���RFC(x1; � � � ; xn)� �(C)���and supC2C' ���RFC(x1; � � � ; xn)� RFC(y1; � � � ; yn)���Since C' is in general uncountable, it is not general nonsense to get thesefunctions (�n, resp. �2n) measurable. See [D84] and [P84] for discussion ofthis kind of point, and methods of solution.We will follow Pollard's Appendix C. Our setting involves'(�1; : : : ; �k; w1 : : : ; w`), and a measure � on IRk, about which we as-sume only that it is complete. Just to follow Pollard, we put �` on IR`, with� Haar measure. Then we put � � �k on IRk+l.Now, for ' coming from (a),(b),(c)(��; ~w) 7�! 8<: 1 if '(��; ~w)0 if :'(��; ~w)is measurable.It follows by Fubini that ~� 7�! �('~�)is �k measurable.Now (x1; : : : ; xn; ~�) 7�! RF'~� (x1; : : : ; xn)is evidently �n � �`-measurable, and so(x1; : : : ; xn; ~�) 7�! ���RF'~� (x1; : : : ; xn)� �('~�)���11



and (x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn) 7�! ���RF'~� (x1; : : : ; xn) �RF'~� (y1; : : : ; yn)���are respectively �n � �k- and �2n-measurable.Finally it follows by the analytic considerations of Pollard (p. 197) thatsup~� ���RF'~� (x1; � � � ; xn)� �('~�)���and sup~� ���RF'~� (x1; � � � ; xn)� RF'~� (y1; � � � ; yn)���are �-measurable.We have proved:Lemma : (Hypotheses (a),(b),(c)) The VC-assumptions hold for C'.5.3 It is of course extremely remarkable that for the huge variety ofsets coming under (a),(b),(c), the convergence of frequencies to measures iscompletely independent of �. For example, the language of exponentiationinterprets the absolute metric in hyperbolic geometry, as well as many top-ics about sigmoidal neural nets. The p-adic case, via Poincar�e series, is ofconsiderable interest in number theory and Lie theory [D86, S93].6 Approximate De�nitions of Haar measure6.1 The results now to be described overlap signi�cantly with those ofKoiran [K95], but were independently obtained (see Section 1).The goal was to see if �('~�) could be obtained \in �rst-order terms" .Setting: M = IR with L-structure including +;�; �; <, and, as usual,'(�1; : : : ; nuk; w1; : : : ; w`) a formula in the language L. Assume '~� is �k-measurable, for all ~�. For convenience, assume each '~� � [0; 1]k, so has�k('~�) � 1.Problem 1: Is ~� 7�! �k('~�) L-de�nable?12



Answer: No, for the semi-algebraic language. For consider '~� as the circlewith radius 12(1+�2). Then �2('~�) = �4 � 11+�2 .Since � is unde�nable in the real �eld, the answer follows. This of coursemay seem like cheating as the function is de�nable from �.A more convincing counterexample is easily provided. (Hint: Considerarctan(�) as a measure of a suitable '�. No constants can help here).To formulate our second problem, we need a de�nition.De�nition 1: (" > 0) 	(w1; : : : ; w`; y) strongly de�nes an "-approximatevolume for ' if IR j= 	(~�; r)() jr � �k('~�)j < ".Problem 2: Is there 	 in L (even using parameters) so that 	 stronglyde�nes an "-approximate volume for '?Answer: No, essentially for the same reason as before. For, if " is �xed,�k('~�) is the centre of the interval fr : jr � �k('~�)j < "g, and so could bede�ned from 	.One may imagine that such examples exist only because the semi-algebraic sets are rather restricted. One may seek other o-minimal examplesfor which Problem 1 has a positive answer. For Lan;exp one does no better,as one sees by considering the unde�nability result in [DMM94].There remains however the intriguing possibility of some huge o-minimalstructure on IR for which Problem 1 has a positive solution.6.2 The right notion We need another de�nition.De�nition 2: 	 de�nes an "-approximate volume for ' ifi) IR j= 	(~�; r) �! jr � �k('~�)j < " ;ii) jr � �k('~�)j < "4 �! IR j= 	(~�; r) .Theorem 8: For each ' as in 5.1 (a) or (c) and each " > 0, there exists 	which de�nes an "-approximate volume for '.This is essentially Theorem 5 in Koiran's [K95], and his proof is essentiallythe same as ours. (There are some obscurities in his presentation, for example13



in De�nition 3 where the notion is trivial unless E is replaced by a (de�nable)family). Also, in his Theorem 2, he seems to ignore the VC-assumptions. Infact, in his application they are trivially satis�ed.6.3 Our motivation in �nding 	 was the following. From �niteness ofVC-dimension of '~� one knows that \generically" a small sample �x will give,via RF(�x), �k('~�) with error < " (provided the VC-assumptions are satis-�ed). Now the sample �x is in ([0; 1]k)n, where n is the size of the sample,and ([0; 1]k)n can be constructed as a compact group via(IRk)n �! �(IR=ZZ)k�n ,and of course Haar measure is induced. Now we use a model-theoretic intu-ition:generic � large � a small number of translates cover the group [P87]:Koiran [K95] got the same proof, from a complexity-theoretic intuition.6.4 The proof We interpret IR=ZZ in the L-structure, using representa-tions in [0; 1[. Let Ik be the group �IR=ZZ�k, and �k;	k its group additionand subtraction. These are clearly interpretable too.Since Koiran's paper is published [K95], it seems reasonable to sketch ourproof following his notation.Let n 2 IN, �; � 2 [0; 1].De�ne S~�;�;� = �(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 �[0; 1]k�n : jRF'~� � �j � ��Evidently, uniformly, S~�;�;� = �~�;�;�for a certain formula �, and an easy calculation givesLemma 9: If ' is Pm, � may be chosen as a Boolean combination of Pmformulas. If ' is �m, � may be chosen �m too.Corollary: For each ' as in 5.1 each S~�;�;� is Borel, and the family of themhas �nite VC-dimension. 14



Proof: Clear. �Now, for  2 (Ik)n, de�neT~�;�;�; as  	 S~�;�;� .As before, uniformly T~�;�;�; = �~�;�;�;for a formula �, where:Lemma 10: If ' is Pm, � may be chosen as a Boolean combination of Pmformulas. If ' is �m, � may be chosen �m too.Corollary: For each ' as in 5.1 each T~�;�;�; is Borel, and the family of themhas �nite VC-dimension.Proof: Clear. �The next lemma is almost proved in Koiran ([K95], Lemma 6).Lemma 11: Let D be the VC-dimension of the family of all � 	 '~�, � 2Ik; ~� as usual. (This is �nite under the assumptions of 5.1). Then the VC-dimension of the family of all T~�;�;�; is � 4D � n log n.Proof: Just check [K95] to get the constant right. �Now let C be the collection of all T~�;�;�;. By chapter 4 and 5, C has �niteVC-dimension and satis�es the VC-assumptions.This allows us to get, given " > 0, an "-net for C. Let ft1; : : : ; tmg besuch an "-net. We know by the Corollary to Theorem 3 that there is such anet with m � 32Dn logn" � log(13="), where D is as in Lemma 11.What does it mean for ft1; : : : ; tmg to be an "-net for C? Note that allelements of C have the same measure � (as in Lemma 13), so it says thatif � � " then every member of C meets ft1; : : : ; tmg. But T~�;�;�; meetsft1; : : : ; tmg if and only if for some iti 2  	 S~�;�;� ,so if and only if  2 ti � S~�;�;� .15



Since  was arbitrary, the sets ti � S~�;�;�, 1 � i � m cover (Ik)n. Since theyall have the same measure, we deduce that the measure of S~�;�;� is � 1=m.To recapitulate, we got this conclusion from the preceding covering state-ment, which depends on m � 32Dn logn" � log(13="), and � � ".Next:Lemma 12:1. If ��k�n(S~�;�;"=2) > 2e�n"2=2 then j� � �k('~�)j < ";2. If j� � �k('~�)j � "=4 then ��k�n(S~�;�;"=2) � 1 � 2e�n"2=8.Proof: This is done in [K95], using Hoe�ding's inequality. �Now we put this together with the lower bound 1=m for (�k)n(S~�;�;�).If 1=m > 2e�n"2=2, and � = "=2, and � = �(S~�;�;�) � ", we can concludej� � �k('~�)j < ". And the conclusion depends only on the covering of (Ik)nby m translates of S~�;�;"=2.Conversely, suppose j���k('~�) < "=4. By Lemma 14.2, (�k)n(S~�;�;"=2) �1 � 2e�n"2=8 � 1=2 if n � 8 ln 4"2 . So (�k)n(T~�;�;"=2;) � 1=2 all . If " � 1=2,we can conclude from the preceding that m translates if S~�;�;"=2 cover (Ik)n,provided m � 32Dn logn" � log(13=").Putting the estimates from the two sides together, we identify the follow-ing conditions on "; n;m:i) " � 1=2 ;ii) m > 1=2en�2=2 ; (#)iii) n � 8 ln4"2 ;iv) m � 32Dn logn" � log(13=") .Evidently, given " � 1=2 we may then pick n to satisfy (ii), and then mto satisfy (ii) and (iv).We have proved Theorem 9, in the following form (with hypotheses as inoriginal statement). 16



Theorem 8: Suppose "; n;m satisfy (#), where D is the VC-dimension ofall �	'~�, � 2 Ik, ~� as usual. Then the formula 	, saying that m translatesif S~�;�;"=2 cover (Ik)n, de�nes an "-approximate volume for '.6.5 Remarks on the Theorem The following are worth recording.a) Derandomization has been achieved via group-theoretical considera-tions, and the result is speci�c to Haar measure.b) If ' is Pj , 	 is Pj+2.c) One can easily write down a bound on the length of 	 in terms of thatof ' and the numberD, which is readily calculated in the quanti�er-freePfa�an case [KM97a].d) There seems little doubt that one can do something similar for rotation-invariant measures on spheres, etc.7 p-adic version7.1 The argument in section 6 adapts easily enough to the p-adic situa-tion. Replace I by the compact ring ZZp. The usual +;� replace the �;	 ofsection 6.Exactly as in section 6, the property that m translates if S~�;�;"=2 cover(ZZkp)n \de�nes" an "-approximate volume for '.However this does not literally give us a p-adic formula 	, since in S~�;�;"=2the ~� are p-adic and the � and " real. There are two remedies.One is to take 	 in a 2-sorted language, with a p-adic sort and a realsort.The other is to stay in one sort, and remark that in the above S~�;�;"=2RF'~� (xi; : : : ; xn) takes only values j=n, 0 � j � n. So one might reasonablyrestict � to lie in some �nite set � Q � Qp. Then for each such restrictionon � we get a version of 	 doing the right "-approximation.17



8 Estimating Integrals8.1 Again we wish to have an argument uniform for IR and Qp. Theproblem is to estimate (or express approximately)ZX~� f~� d�x , where hX~�i; hf~�i are de�nable families, and the in-tegration is against Haar mea-sure.Since de�nable sets and functions are measurable in the above situation, wemay as well take X~� constant. We restrict to integration over a (power of)the standard compact fx : jxj � 1g. We shall also assum the f~� are uniformlybounded on their common domain.Note however an essential di�erence between the real and p-adic cases. Inthe real case we integrate real functions, but in the p-adic case we integratealso real functions, typically jg(�x)js, where g is a p-adic valued function ands a real variable (as in p-adic Poincare' series [D84]).8.2 In the real case, if f � 0 we can of course express R fas the volume\under the graph of f", but for the VC-methods the probabilities wouldbe against the measure R fd�, and could be reduced to � estimates using anonzero lower bound for f , and an upper bound.8.3 We follow the treatment in Chapter 7 of [V82]. We give prominenceto the real o-minimal case, and sketch later the modi�cations needed for thep-adic case.We work in IRk, with a de�nable family of functions f(x1; : : : ; xk; ~�),where ~� runs through IR`. Let I be the standard [�1; 1]k, and we considerthe integrals Zx f(�x; ~�) d� , � Lebesgue measure.In fact, just as in the discussions of volumes, for now � can be an arbitraryprobability measure on X.We do have to make some assumptions now, however. Let us assume thatwe have that the f(�x; ~�) take values in a �xed compact subset Y of IR, and�x � such that 18



sup�x2Xy2Y~� �y � f(�x; ~�)�2 � � : (1)Now we assume we are in an o-minimal situation, and let h be the VC-dimension of n(�x; ~y; t) : f(�x; ~y) > to : (2)For points �x1; : : : ; �x` in Ik, let P~�(�x1; : : : ; �x`) = 1̀Pi f(�xi; ~�). We wantto relate these sums to the integral, and fortunately Vapnik [V82] proves:Theorem 9: Suppose ` > h. Then for � > 0�`�n(�x1; : : : ; �x`) : ��� ZX f(�x; ~�) d� �X~�(�x1; : : : ; �x`)���< 2�sh(ln(2h̀ + 1)� ln(�9))` o� � 1� � :(Notice that the measurability assumptions concealed in the proof of theabove are automatic in the o-minimal case).8.4 The p-adic case The only real di�erences are that I is replaced byZZp, and we integrate jf(�x; ~�)js for some real (large positive) s.Now the values will be assumed to lie in some compact Ys (and if alljf j � 1, we can take a �xed Ys for all s).We have to think now of s as a parameter and consider the relationjf(�x; ~y)js > t ;�x; ~y p-adic, s; t real.This is a subset of a product of real and p-adic spaces, so the issue of VC-dimension is less clear. But a moment's thought shows no more shatteringis possible than for the p-adic relationjf(�x; ~y)j > jwj ;19



and this has VC-dimension h say (2).Now, for �x1; : : : ; �x` in X, and s 2 IR, letX~�;s(�x1; : : : ; �x`) = 1̀ �X jf(�xi; ~�)js :Let �s = sup�x2Xy2Ys~� ���(y � jf(�x; ~�)js���2 <1Then Vapnik gives us again:Theorem 10: Suppose ` > h. Then for � > 0�`�n(�x1; : : : ; �x`) : ��� ZX f(�x; ~�) d� �X~�;s (�x1; : : : ; �x`)���< 2�ssh(ln(2h̀ + 1)� ln(�9))` o� � 1 � � :(Normally one will have a uniform bound on �s as s varies).8.5 �-Approximation of Integrals Now the discussion in Section 6 goesthrough with only obvious changes. It seems to us unnecessary to spell outthe results or the proofs. The notion of expressing an "-approximate integralis the obvious analogue of that for volume. The translation argument goesthrough, and Hoe�ding's Inequality (cf. Lemma 12) still applies.In the p-adic case, too, there is no real change.8.6 Remark about Poincar�e series By [M76], [D84] the mapss 7�! Z jf(�x; ~�)js d�are, uniformly in ~�, rational functions of p�s. It is, however, not at all obvioushow to bound the complexity of such rational functions. If one knew this,one could interpolate the functions in the style of [GKS94]. This observationsmakes it obvious that in the p-adic case VC-dimensions are closely connectedto interpolation of Poincar�e series. 20



9 Linear Bound on Density9.1 We are going to prove an unpublished result of Wilkie (from 1990).We have not seen his proof, which we suspect is more combinatorial thanours. In the case of quanti�er-free Pfa�an formulas, our method in [KM97a]gives a very sharp result. We only recently realized, in writing [KM97b],that our axiomatic development there is almost good enough to handle thegeneral case.The result is:Theorem 10: Let �(�1; : : : ; �k; y1; : : : ; y`) be a formula in an o-minimaltheory on IR. Then dens(C�) � `:(It is obvious that this bound is optimal).The proof goes via several ideas of independent interest.Lemma 11: In an o-minimal theory on IR, any de�nable set A in IRn is aBoolean combination of de�nable closed sets.Proof: This goes by induction on the dimension of A (see 4.2 of [DM96]),using A = �A n Fr(A), and the basic dimFr(A) < dim(A) if A 6= ; (Fr(A) =Frontier ofA). �Corollary: In an o-minimal theory on IR, if A is a de�nable set in IRn, andm is arbitrary then there are �nitely many de�nable total Cm functions fisuch that A is a Boolean combination of the Zer(fi).Proof: By the Zeroset Property [DM96]. �Corollary: For any k � 1 any o-minimal system on IR admits quanti�er-elimination in terms of total Ck functions.Proof: Clear. �This allows us to make full use of a method from [KM97a]. Theren = k+`, and we had a formula �(x1; : : : ; xk; y1; : : : ; y`) which was a Booleancombination of �nitely many equations fi(�x; ~y) = 0, f C1. The C1 assump-tion was to guarantee applicability of Sard, and can be avoided. Let usquickly review our argument. 21



Functions fi, 0 � i < s, are involved. Pick �a1; : : : ; �an 2 IRk, and try tocalculate the cardinality of PC�(f�a1; : : : ; �ang). Consider the functions fi(�aj; ~y)on IR`. There are ns of them at most. As in [KM97a] one easily shows thatthere is " > 0 such that��� PC�(f�a1; : : : ; �ang) ��� is bounded,for any 0 < "ij < ", 0 � i < s, 1 � j � n, by the number of connectedcomponents of the complement on IR` of the union of the setsf~y : fi(�aj; ~y) = "ijg [ f~y : fi(�aj; ~y) = �"ijg 0 � i < s; 1 � j � n:Now the argument in [KM97a] uses only that the fi are C`+1, and boundsthe required number of connected components by B � (2sn`` )`, where B is themaximumpossible number of connected components of any set in IR` de�nedas f~y : F1(��1; ~y) = �1 ^ � � � ^ Fr(��r; ~y) = �rgwhere r � `, the ��a and �a are parameters, and each F is an fi. (B is ofcourse �nite, by o-minimality.)B does not depend on n, so dens(C�) � `.Thus:Theorem 12: For any �(�1; : : : ; �k; y1; : : : ; y`) in an o-minimal theory onIR` dens(C�) � `.10 Concluding RemarksThis work suggests some new problems.Problem 1: (cf. 6.1) Extend the result of [KM97a], bounding VC-dimensionin the quanti�er-free Pfa�an case, to a relative Pfa�an case of the typeanalyzed in [KM97b].Abstractly, we know how to do this. The q(q� 1)=2 term in [K91] is thedegree of a certain iteration of the Jacobian, and in any given relativizationwe could work this out. But we are, rather, interested in �nding cases, wherea similar quadratic bound would hold.22
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